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Task Assignment: 52 - Re-enactment #1

Task No:

52

2015-04-08 9:30:00

Cpl BURKE with Cpl. FOOTE departed B Division HQ en route to
Mitchell's Brook to complete the re-enactment.

Action:

454

S BURKE

/jl

Task Assignment: 47 - Statement
Task No:

47

2015-04-08 9:42:00

Cst NIPPARD contacted Scott Harris and advised him he will need to
arrange the interview for a later time as he was required to attend the
Mount Carmel area for other statements. This was fine with him and
he suggested Cst NIPPARD give him a call when I was available.

Action:

437

M NIPPARD

/jl

Task Assignment: 52 - Re-enactment #1
Task No:

52

2015-04-08 9:44:00

Cpl FOOTE 10-8 HQ with Cpl Burke
/jl

Action:

465

D FOOTE

Task Assignment: 37 - Notes
Task No:

37

2015-04-08 9:45:00

S/Sgt TILLER accompanied Cst. John Galway to residence of Megan
Dunphy. Intent was to request the keys to residence and consent for
investigators to attend. Conversation went on for estimate 20 minutes.
Cst. Galway took the lead in conversation, note that she is very
interested in getting the whole story at some point - of great concern
to her. She did acknowledge that her father does have a temper, and
in her words can go from calm demeanor to high level when there is
something he does not like. When he decides your out of the
residence, you will know it is time to leave. She noted that he
escorted her out of the residence by the arm a number of times. She
continues to be confused about the circumstances. She also noted
that she will be getting a lawyer to assist her with this matter. She
appologized for same and advised that it is nothing to do with us suggesting the members present. She advised that she does not
know where to start with such a matter. She was aware that sghe can
withdraw consent for us to be in the house at any time.

Action:

291

R TILLER

/jl
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